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Introduction: Samples of regolith brought to
Earth by the Apollo missions have proven to be one of
the great treasures of the Apollo sample program. Regolith samples represent the critical ground truth for remote sensing and have been used to calibrate major remote compositional, mineralogical, and maturity data
sets. Although well mixed locally by small- and largescale impact processes, lunar regolith samples exhibit a
great dynamic range of chemical compositions, reflecting the “bedrock” composition(s) at the locality where
they occur [1,2]. All of the Apollo regolith samples
contain rock fragments, and these small, very abundant
rocklets have proven to represent well the diversity of
large rocks at a given site [3-6]. The regolith samples
provide context for the interpretation of lunar meteorite
regolith breccias and enable us to extend what is known
from Apollo samples and exploration to the entire globe
via the ever-growing lunar meteorite collection and dataset [e.g., 7-8]. As current and future missions explore
the lunar surface, we can and should leverage the knowledge gained from 5 decades of studies of lunar soils to
maximize the efficiency of continued scientific exploration of the Moon.
Landing Site Data: Within a given Apollo landing site, the variations in regolith “bulk compositions”
reflect local geology and enable the use of regolith samples as ground truth for orbital remote sensing that is of
sufficiently high resolution to sense the area in close
proximity to individual sample stations, e.g., the
“Lucey method” of FeO estimation [9], the calibration
of TiO2 [10,11], and most recently, LROC NAC photometry [12,13]. As an example, the systematic study
of Apollo 17 soils by [14] showed the range of these
components to be substantial (FeO: 7-22 wt.%, TiO2:
0.9-10 wt.%) and this variation has been used to advantage to calibrate the remotely sensed data [11,1517]. They [14] also showed, through the use of a mixing
model with known endmember components, how soils
collected at each of the sample stations and Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) stops record the percentages of Taurus Littrow Valley basalts, pyroclastic glass, massif impact-melt components, KREEP-rich materials,
anorthositic highlands materials, meteoritic contaminants, and exotic components such as very low-Ti
(VLT) basalts that are not found among the large rocks
at the site. As additional information is gained from remote sensing, such as testing for the occurrence of impact melt from Tycho deposited on South Massif [18],

the soils remain available for study to search for evidence of such materials because they have been carefully curated for continued study by future generations
with improved analytical methods.
Rock Components in Apollo Soils. Owing to
studies of the Apollo soils, the effects and scales of
mixing caused by impacts large and small are understood. For example, a basaltic site such as Apollo 11,
located 50 km from the nearest highlands, actually contains some 28% nonmare components [19]. At Apollo
12, the percentage varies depending on the soil sample,
but on average, the soils contain 27% KREEP-rich impact-melt breccia and over 8% feldspathic material, including alkali-rich anorthosite [6]. Among the rock
components found only in the soils are high-Th impactmelt breccia (Apollo 12) and incompatible-elementrich impact-melt breccia at Apollo 17 [4] that are unlike
the large sampled impact breccias. New and improved
analytical methods make these small samples amenable
to age determination by multiple techniques and such
studies will be increasingly important to further assess
the ages of large impacts to test the lunar cataclysm hypothesis [e.g., 20].
On the basis of knowledge gained from studies of
rock fragments in Apollo soils, we can have increased
confidence that regolith samples from any location on
the Moon will contain representative suites of the rock
types that have broken down to make the soils in those
locations, and that they will be well correlated with local geology. Components delivered from distant impact
craters can be tied with confidence to a known origin if
impact crater rays cross the site. The best example
among Apollo sites is Apollo 12 where material ejected
by Copernicus 360 km to the north was sampled. As an
example of a future mission that would benefit from
this experience, sampling young basalts south of Aristarchus crater [21,22] will, with a high degree of certainty, sample ejecta materials from Aristarchus crater,
enabling direct radiometric dating of this prominent
Copernican cratering event and providing a key calibration point for the lunar chronology.
Apollo Soils and Lunar Meteorites: Because of
the great diversity of components contained in lunar
soils and the fact that their component makeup so well
represents the area where they occur, regolith breccias,
which are essentially lithified soils, also contain a
wealth of information in their clast components as well
as matrix. The matrix, commonly glassy, provides a
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good estimate of the bulk composition. Besides being
relatively random samples of the lunar surface, many of
the lunar meteorites are regolith breccias, containing
demonstrable regolith components. Accordingly, they
represent some area of the lunar surface, and depending
on geologic relationships, they can represent a large
area. From the abundance of highly feldspathic lunar
regolith breccia meteorites with very low incompatible
element contents, it has been inferred that as a class,
this group of meteorites must sample the northern farside’s highly feldspathic highlands [23-28]. Although
there have been no sample collection missions to the
farside highlands, we arguably have quite a few representative samples from there in the meteorite collection. By matching regolith breccia compositions for elements that are well determined from orbit such as FeO
and thorium [29,30], the meteorites, which all have geologically young ejection ages from the Moon, can be
tied to certain locations on the Moon [e.g., 31]. As remote sensing methods continue to improve, this technique will become increasingly more valuable for relating all kinds of lunar meteorite breccias that have
sampled near-surface or surface materials, including
mare basalts [e.g., 32]. Because we know how to interpret the soils in terms of mixing, additional groundtruth measurements such as those accomplished by the
Chang’E-3 mission [33] will further improve the connection between samples and remote sensing.
Key Unknowns. In terms of relating soil, meteorite,
and remote sensing compositions, one of the critical
needs for remote sensing and an issue for which the
soils and meteorites are essential is in the assessment of
surface MgO content. The Mg/(Mg+Fe) of anorthositic
highlands is needed to assess the efficiency and timing
of separation of plagioclase from the magma ocean
[34]. X-ray spectrometry from orbit with an “active”
Sun is needed. Another key unknown is the surface
composition and lithologic makeup of the South PoleAitken (SPA) basin terrane. Compositional and mineralogical remote sensing [35-38] provide important information, but a ground-truth composition from the basin interior, nonmare deposits will reveal which of the
lunar meteorites likely come from SPA and will lead to
a rapid gain in understanding the deposits of the largest
and oldest impact basin on the Moon.
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